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Abstract—Smartphones are increasingly entering people’s life; every person in the house carry one or two smartphones (Android, iPhone, Tab...). They use explicit authentication, which is inefficient; once the smartphone is stolen, a thief can steal personal information stored on the phone and can access all services that might have the password stored. In addition, elderly and physically impaired users need to have their medical profile secured and easily accessed without password limitation. For this reason, smartphone sensors are good candidates for providing an implicit authentication.

This work introduces a new perspective of context-based user authentication: users can be authenticated implicitly using data captured by sensors of the smartphone and user behavior; these data are used in the creation of a unique profile for each user. The proposed model is supposed to be as secure as traditional authentication methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The smartphone world is expanding at a rapid pace introducing a wide demand of online applications, services, and Internet access. Thus, smartphone security has several threats, a thief can be authenticated explicitly, and access personal data if he knows the password or the pin code which is not hard to know. Implicit authentication does not need a clear input from users; it is possible to authenticate the user from the context around him, using smartphone’s sensors and behavioral information collected about the user. Generally, authentication and identification processes are increasing with the increase of services, causing the user, in general, to use short, easy, and repetitive passwords. These facts in addition to the possibility of stealing or losing the mobile, leads to security threats on the personal data [1]. More particularly, elderly and physically impaired users find difficulties by entering pin codes or screen patterns, or might be unable to do explicit authentication. Searching a novel solution for this problem, researchers need to find the better user-friendly authentication process that protects the data and offers a better security for the user without involving him at every issue.

However, solutions were found such as behavioral-based authentication and context-aware authentication that process implicit authentication without involving users in the authentication procedure unless in case of security threats. These solutions study only one area of the user context: software or hardware. This study benefits from all possible data in order to improve the implicit authentication of the user: it combines sensor-based authentication and some features of the behavioral based authentication.

In this paper, we propose a novel authentication/identification technique based on the values measured by the mobile sensors and complementing them with user behavioral information collected gradually from user’s inputs and acts. In other words, we leverage on Hardware and Logical information found in the smartphone. This combination of information provides a higher authentication accuracy.

This technique benefits from the sensors implemented in the smartphone and the information collected in order to achieve a more secure, more power-aware and user-friendly authentication/identification process. Our challenge is to build a model that implements this type of implicit authentication, create the client’s profile, ensure his privacy towards service providers in order to ensure the data safety and offer the user an authentication method with the same level of security that could have using explicit authentication methods.

The main contribution of our work includes (i) sensors study and choosing of an independent and effective set of sensors (ii) Behavioral aspects choosing for User identification (iii) Profile creation and assignment and (iv) System model implementation that provide implicit user’s authentication/identification.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review. The proposed model is described in section 3. The methods and results are presented in section 4 and 5 respectively. Section 6 contains the conclusion and the future work.
The main purpose in this study is to propose an alternative to users of smartphone, especially dependent people, different from explicit authentication by using context information, leading to an implicit authentication. In a comparison with the state-of-art in the context-based authentication field, we represent a set of related works already done.

A. Behavioral User Authentication/Identification

A user behavioral model is provided in [1], the corresponding research is based on the idea that the person is a creature of habit, therefore each event has a correlation between two fundamental attributes: space and time. The proposed architecture uses resources found in the mobile devices: User calls, user schedule, GPS, device battery level, user applications, and sensors. This model is clearly implemented by same authors in [2].

A similarity model for context-aware recommendation system was proposed in [3], in this study, the recommendation system depends of the user’s past/current/ future contexts and it is elaborated using the similarity calculations between two contexts and actions. Considering A: action and C: context, we can have user action pattern:

\[< \ldots, (A - 1, C - 1), (A, C), (A + 1, C + 1) \ldots >\]

According to Clark and Furnelle [4], a continuous and implicit user authentication could be achieved using keystroke analysis. Thus, this study has not a good performance, for two reasons. First, the user’s variation of using the mobile could cause problems, and secondly, this method needs a high computational power because of feed forward multi-layered perceptron (FF-MLP) usage.

B. Sensor Based User Authentication/Identification

Researchers proposed SenGuard [5] as a new user identification framework that offers continuous and implicit user identification service for the smartphone. SenGuard is a new passive authentication technique that leverages the sensors available on the smartphone. It uses four sensors: voice, multi-touch, locomotion and location. These sensors are processed together in order to get the user identification features implicitly, explicit authentication is performed only when there is an important evidence that the user has changed.

C. Biometric Based Authentication

Biometric based authentication is an important alternative for explicit authentication. However, according to the limitations in the size, power efficiency, and mainly the cost of a smartphone, the usage of physiological features on a mobile are less attractive and researchers omitted the emergence on these kinds of recognition in a smartphone.

Several studies experimented user authentication/ identification using gait recognition as a possible implicit authentication method. The proposed approach uses acceleration signal and detects the person’s way of walking [6]. A motion-recording device was used [7], [8] in order to measure the acceleration according to the three axes, there were multiple algorithm proposed including histogram similarity, and cycle length measurement techniques.

Therefore, these three approaches present several propositions for implicit authentication/verification. We worked on the combination of the best part in these works to deliver a more reliable implicit authentication model.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

In order to identify necessary sensors and behavioral aspects that can give a good implicit authentication/identification model, an implementation of data acquisition and analysis process is proposed. Consequently, the work consists in usage of sensor values offered by the context that surrounds the user. Behavioral parameters are used beside sensor values in order to give results that are more accurate as shown in Figure 1.

A. Sensors

The first stage of work is to acquire data from smartphone’s sensors. The data collection is achieved by implementation of android applications whose role is to write acquired values on the external memory of the smartphone. The programming language chosen is java for android applications, because it offers a native library for working with android.

The sensors in smartphones can be classified into three types: Motion, environmental and position sensors. Since not all smartphones contain environmental sensors, the choice of sensors will be between motion and position types.

According to sensors definition in [9], there is redundancy between different Sensor values; some sensors are hardware, while others are software and get their values by applying mathematical formulas on one or two sensors. Thus, the number of sensors is reduced by eliminating duplicated sensors usage. Consequently, from six sensors-Accelerometer, Linear Acceleration, Gravity, Orientation, Magnetic and Rotation Vector-, there is three independent sensors. These sensors are Accelerometer, Orientation and Rotation Vector sensor.

There are also Proximity and sound level sensors, but these sensors are eliminated by applying a classification, presented in Section 4, according to the group of sensors in study, because these sensors did not improve the results of classification and testing. Based on this analysis, the GPS parameters add efficiency for the classification, thus it is chosen to be used in this study.

B. Behavioral Data

Behavioral data chosen are keystroke analysis, touch gesture analysis and hand stability recognition, these behavioral aspects are important and very different between users for whom the study is achieved. Each user have a different type of impairment, thus a different profile of using the smartphone.

The keystroke analysis is the study of writing velocity, and the error rate. Keystroke analysis is mentioned in several studies as an important feature [4], thus it cannot be used alone because it does not give accurate results.

Touch gesture analysis gives inputs that are user specific; these inputs can be used in implicit authentication process. Touch gesture types are several: flick, spread, pinch, drag and tap. These gestures are differently used between different users.
Hand stability can be obtained by performing data analysis on accelerometer and orientation sensors values. Definitely, hand stability of a Parkinson user differs from a user having heart failure problem, and differs from a user that have no hands at all and uses a pen in his mouth or toes. This difference offers an important parameter that boosts the classification accuracy.

This section clearly introduces the proposed model for implicit authentication. The three built-in sensors, the GPS, the hand stability recognition are used for implicit authentication. In the other hand, when implicit authentication fails the system have a backup plan by using keystrokes values and touch gesture analysis. The distinction between users is done using Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification.

IV. METHODS

The validation of this model is performed on a set of three users. The data is recorded on 24 hours, than classified and tested by SVM neural network. The verification uses the data recorded from another day, and pick slot time randomly.

A. Data

Data Collection is applied for three users. The first stage was to collect data from the three chosen sensors (Accelerometer, Orientation and Rotation Vector). The parameter extraction for the three sensors is made on the three axes for each sensor (x, y, and z); these parameters are mean value and standard deviation value. In addition, there is the two values of GPS (latitude and longitude). Consequently, the total number of parameter is 20; these parameters are used in the classification process, testing and validation.

B. Classification

The proposed method of analysis of data is SVM method, SVM is chosen because of many characteristics that are needed in this research. SVM is capable of delivering higher performance in terms of accuracy and tuning of model selection and kernel function, especially non-linear kernel functions to solve classification problems of non-linearly separable data [10]. It scales relatively well to high dimensional data [11]. Furthermore, Radial Basis Function (RBF) is chosen as kernel function because it is the best kernel for multi-class classification [10].

C. Verification

A verification work was achieved on this classification, using data from another set of records. The results obtained by verification could be refined, for this reason, an algorithm of filtering is proposed and tested.

This section presents the methods followed in order to achieve the classification. The results of these methods are shown in the next section.

V. RESULTS

According to the steps listed in section 4, this section comes to prove the model by giving the obtained results during classification, verification and results refinement. The false negative and false positive rates are calculated for the verification phases.

A. Choice of Time Slot

The parameter calculation is made on slot times of 20 minutes, which permits to obtain a profile of the user for all the day of registration. The choice of slot time is chosen among a set of slot times \{10, 20 and 40 min\}. The classification of data using 20 minutes of slot time shows close results to those using 10 minutes, and better results than those using 40 minutes.

B. Classification

After the classification with 90% of the data, a testing using 10% of the data was made. The results of testing are presented in Table 1. The measured value in the table is the classification error rate for each user.

C. Verification

The SVM classifier gives acceptable results; they can be more accurate by adding more parameters and by filtering the classifier’s support vectors. The following Table 2 gives a glance about results obtained. By classifying user 1 using the three classifiers, the False Negative results for the classification of user 1 by its own classifier is around 20%; using the other two classifiers the false positive rate varies between 0 and 20%.

D. Results refinements

The obtained results in the verification phase are not acceptable, but they can be more accurate by applying a kind of filtering on the support vectors for each one of the three classifiers. The adopted approach, used to achieve this goal, is to eliminate the support vector points that add noise to the classification. For this reason, a MATLAB code is implemented. The code is used as a filter to de-noise the set of support vectors for each classifier.

After applying this filtering algorithm, the results are more accurate. As shown in the table 3, the false negative obtained by classifying user 1 by its own classifier is 5% instead of 20% without filtering. The false positive rate obtained by the two other classifiers became 0%.
This section shows the classification and verification results using the SVM neural network. The classification is applied on three users. The classifier for each user is used in the verification phase, thus verification results are improved by applying a filtering algorithm (de-noising).

It should be pointed that this study is not supposed, for the moment, to distinguish every person in the world. The targeted users are the physically impaired and elderly ones, whom each has a particularity that makes his profile somehow different from others.

### VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As this paper clearly shows, implicit authentication is a very important option that is necessary to employ in smartphones. Physically impaired and elderly users find difficulties by entering explicit passwords and in the other side normal users also find the explicit authentication as a very annoying process. In addition, the explicit authentication does not offers user verification. However, the proposed model offers an implicit authentication implementation. This model shows important results according to the current stage of work, using three motion sensors and GPS values. These results have become more accurate by applying the filtering algorithm on the classifier data.

The future work is adding the hand stability recognition to the study of the implicit authentication, studying the touch gesture and keystroke recognition for the explicit authentication process that is proposed as a back-up authentication model in case of implicit authentication failure. Another aim of the work is the creation of a unique profile for each user from this data. Finally, implicit authentication for smartphones is a very important study that every person can cope and become involved with.
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